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Nixon airs fiscal budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon unveiled yesterday a $200.8 billion
fiscal 1971 budget he vows will be
balanced and anti-inflationary, but which
congressional critics are calling
inadequate to stem the upsurge of prices.
In sending to Congress the first budget
message wholly his own, Nixon projects
a scant surplus of $1.3 billion. Revenues
will rise only $2.7 billion from this year.
The slender surplus was reached after
an 11th hour government-wide search for
economies. It is a token of Nixon's
determination to hold the fiscal line
against inflation.
Economists consider the surplus too
small to have any significant impact one
way or another.
The budget totals for the year starting
July 1, became known last week by the
premature publication of Nixon's

economic report to Congress which was
immediately criticized as "pitifully
inadequate" to curb inflation by Sen.
William Proxmire, I D-Wis.) chairman of
the Senate-House economic committee.
The minisurplus is "an invitation to
further inflation" Proxmire said. He
called for deeper cuts in defense spending.
Nixon told Congress the watchword of
his administration is reform, but much of
his budget message told of changing
priorities. National defense no longer has
undisputed claim to the largest part of
the nation's financial pie.
Defense will claim between 38 and 37
per cent of the next fiscal year's budget,
compared to 41 per cent for "human
resource programs", education and
manpower, health, income security,
veterans benefits and services.

More than half the government's total
income will come from income taxes on
individuals and corporations; the rest
coming from Social Security taxes,
excise taxes, estate and gift taxes,
customs duties and miscellaneous other
sources such as the profits of the Federal
Reserve System.
Nixon offered a $71.2 billion military
budget aimed at strengthening the
nation's nuclear shield while cutting the
number of Americans in uniform to
fewer than 3 million men for the first
time in about five years.
Nixon's defense spending figure for
the 1971 fiscal year is $5.3 billion below
this year's revised level and about $10
billion under the last Johnson administration military budget.
"Pending agreement to limit
strategic armaments, we must proceed
with a full range of new programsincluding the Safeguard missile defense
system-for protection against an
evolving threat from potential
aggressors," the President told
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Congress.
While saying conventional forces
must be strong, Nixon declared his new
doctrine aimed at getting allied nations
to carry the burden of their own defense"together with a realistic assessment of
the number and kind of military contingencies for which we need to prepare"
which would permit lowered manpower
levels and spending.
Continued U.S. withdrawal from
Vietnam is a major factor behind a
projected reduction of 252,520 uniformed
men next year.
Nixon said the country's strength to
deter any Soviet nuclear attack is
currently assured by an arsenal of more
than 1,050 land-based intercontinental
missiles, more than 650 submarinemounted missiles and more than 500
long-range bombers.
Looking to the future, the new budget
will finance major development of the
Air Force's Bl bomber, an advanced
airborne missile platform intended to
replace the B52s in the late 1970s.

High schools view
University's image Calm returns

I

(Editor's Note: The following is the fourth in a series of stories dealing
with the University's image as perceived by other universities, high
schools, students and businesses.)
ByBillHronek
Issue Editor
High schools in various areas of Ohio rank the University as being
conservative to a rather liberal and progressive institution.
Gordon Hart, college counselor at Fremont Ross High School, said,
"From my observations, BG is a rather liberal and progressive institution
of higher education."
"In last year's graduating class of 428 students, 33 went to BG or its
branches. This is the highest number of students to any one college from
Ross," Hart said.
Hart said students chose BG because "it is near Fremont, it is
recommended by friends who have attended or are attending there. They
have been on the campus before and they like the courses and curriculum
offered." In counseling, a student tentatively seeking admsssionto a university.
Hart said he recommends that students visit the college they would like to
attend and get a clear picture of the atmosphere and curriculum that is
offered.
Hart concluded saying, "BG's administration wants to advance and is
doing so. They are getting more organized and are doing more research."
"BG's popularity with senior students at Parma Senior High is the main
reason students go there," Ray Needham, counselor, said.
BG's atmosphere combined with the number of students who have
brothers and sisters that go there is a deciding factor for students choosing
BG.
There are 2,850 students at Parma in grades 10 through 12. Of Parma's
seniors, 50 per cent go to college. KSU is first because of its proximity to
Parma and BG is usually second.
Another reason BG is popular with Parma Senior High students according to Needham is, "it is close enough to Parma where there is no
transporation problem and far enough away that they won't come home
every weekend."
Needham also said that BG is fairly liberal but not radical like Oberlin
or Antioch colleges.
At Padua Franciscan High School, a parochial school of 1,250 boys in
Parma, "BG's being a state university is one factor students look for in
choosing a university," said Father Roy Hassett, O.F.M., director of
guidance.
Father Hassett also said the Padua graduates who have gone to BG
have recommended the University to other students.
"The only thing students have complained about regarding BG is the
high cost of living in the town," he said.
"My image of the student body is that it is somewhat conservative and
this is why parents like their children to attend there. But, the majority of
colleges in Ohio are conservative," Father Hassett added.
"There is a good attitude by students at Whitmer High School, Toledo,
regarding BG," Mrs. Barbara Stewart, director of guidance said.
The only negative view held by some of the students here, said Mrs.
Stewart, is in regards to the early closing date for female applications.
Mrs. Stewart also said she thinks BG has a moderate student body and
tends to be classified as a "suitcase" college.
Walnut Hills High School .Cincinnati, has a student body of 2,700 in
grades seven through 12. "This public high school is unique in that It is
solely a college preparatory school. There are no business or technical
subjects and it is open to students only on an admissions basis," Robert
Wearout, senior counselor for boys, said.
Wearout continued, "Students take a test after sixth grade and if they
score a certain per cent, they are eligible to attend here if they wish. We
have people from all over Cincinnati coming here, of whom 25 per cent are
blacks."
Of the graduating seniors at Walnut Hills, 98 per ceet attend college,
Wearout added.
Wearout said BG is looked upon as a conservative campus and those
students from Walnut Hills who apply at BG are either familiar with the
campus or are applying for a specific reason.
Wearout also said, "Walnut Hills represents a fairly liberal element in
Cincinnati and this affects a student's choice towards picking a liberal
university."
Jean Freahse, Walnut Hills director of counseling for girls, said,
"Fewer students here than at other Ohio high schools go to ohio state
university Fifty per cent of our students goto out-of -state colleges."
Mrs. Freahse concluded saying, "I think BG is a fine university and
many good students come from there."
At Bowling Green High School the University's image is pretty good,
according to John Christman, student counselor.
Christman said he thinks of the BG student as conservative the same as
the majority of students at the high school.
"I also think the BG image is a lot higher now than it was 10 or 15 years
ago since the University has grown so much," Christman said.
He added "There are three reasons why a student chooses one college
over another: first, the type of program that is offered; second, his
financial situation and third, how many friends be will know there."
"The total number of graduates from the 1961 class at BGHS who
enrolled at BG were 48. Seventeen attended the summer session and 31
enrolled in the fall quarter. This is IS per cent of the total high school
errollment and 37 per cent of the college-bound students," concluded
Christman.

to OU campus
ATHENS (AP) - Relative calm has
returned to the Ohio University campus
following three minor fires, a tear gas
bomb explosion and six false fire alarms
Sunday.
"It's very quiet here today by comparison. There's nothing out of the ordinary," said William Steinhardt, public
affairs director of the university.
Three fires erupted almost
simultaneously Sunday in the library, a
student union washroom and a residence
hall, but all were quickly extinguished
without causing damage.
A tear gas bomb exploded harmlessly
outside the security police office shortly
after the fires, Steinhardt said. No
arrests have been made nor disciplinary
action taken so far.
The Sunday troubles are believed to
be a result of demonstrations last
Thursday and Friday when about 500
students protested a $10 tuition hike.
Forty-eight students were arrested,
mostly on charges of faiUng to obey a
policeman or of failing to disperse from a
riotous group. All but six pleaded guilty
and were fined $50 and costs each.

Dozen persons hurt
in police station blast
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP)-More
than a dozen persons were injured, one
critically, last evening when an explosion
ripped through the suburban Shaker
Heights police station. No deaths were
reported.
Cause of the blast was not determined.
An emergency room nurse at St.
Luke's Hospital near the police station
said "All I can tell you is that we have
more than 10 victims being treated."
She said all were in fair condition.
Suburban Community Hospital
reported it had two victims, one in
critical condition
the other in
satisfactory.
The explosion virtually destroyed the
two-story brick structure severely
damaged a one-story wing. The roof
collapsed in one piece onto the debris.

In the wake of the demonstrations,
Gov. James A. Rhodes called a news
conference Saturday to say his administration "would not condone acts on
the campus that lead to destruction of
property and to the injury of persons."

N.„, photo by Gl.n R. t„\

SMOKE FILLS sky during fire at Bee Gee Rental and Sales Co.

Fire investigation starts
By Rich Bergeman
Staff Reporter
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie is Initiating a
"thorough investigation" into the incidents surrounding the fire at the Bee
Gee Rental and Sales Co. Friday morning.
Some serious questions were raised
concerning the strength of the Bowling
Green fire department following the
blaze, which resulted in a loss of $125,000
to $150,000.
"If there is anything we should have
done that we didn't do, I want to know
about it," said the mayor.
Owner of the rental agency, Isaac
Loose, said the loss would not have been
so great had the fire department
responded faster and iii greater numbers.
He said although the first truck
arrived within four minutes, the next
truck was not on the scene until 20
minutes later.
"The first crew did all they could," he
said, "but by the time the second truck
got there, they had a warm reception
waiting for them"
Fire Chief Howard Rutter, however
said his men did all they could under the
circumstances, and pinned the blame for
the extensive losses on the rental agency
itself.
He said the fire evidently broke out
about 7:30 a.m.. but the department
didn't receive the alarm until 7:52 a.m.
"I think they tried to put it out
themselves before calling us," he said.
"We didn't have much of a chance. A fire
doubles in volume every two minutes."
The first truck on the scene was a
1,250 gallon per minute pumper with six

hoses, and this, said Rutter, has sufficient water volume to extinguish that
type of fire.
It is also all the equipment the men
who were immediately available could
handle.
He said the preliminary work linking laying and hooking-up the hoses had to be done before the second crew got
there, or else their numbers would have
only added to the confusion.
He compared this blaze to the Delta
Tau Delta fraternity house fire in 1968, in
which the department was not notified
until 15 or 20 minutes after the fire had
started.
Although he agreed that the department needs more personel, he said he
questions whether that, in this case,
would have permitted them to do more
than they did.
"But there's no question we need
more men," Rutter said. "We're trying
to run two departments, ambulance and
fire, with the personel for one."
The city fire department has 16
regular firemen, five for each shift plus
the chief, and 14 auxiliary firemen. The
auxiliaries include three University
duty for immediate response to an
alarm, and one has to remain at the
station on ambulance duty. The 14
auxiliaries and the off-duty firemen are
summoned by whistle, which often goes
unheard under certain wind conditions,
students.
In any one case, only five men are on
and by the time the first truck arrived the
fire was already out of control.
Those who don't respond to the whistle
are phoned, and this often delays the
follow-up truck.
The city also relies on area municipal

and township fire departments for help.
In the case of the Bee Gee Rental fire,
both the Portage and Center Township
fire departments provided assistance.
Rutter said he has been requesting the
employment of two more men for each
shift, and in 1969 the Little Hoover
Commission recommended the city Increase its fire protection force by one
man per shift.
Mayor Skibbie said, however, because
of the failure of the proposed city income
tax increase last year, the city cannot
afford to hire three more men.
He has recommended to City Council
that one man be added to the department.
The city follows fire protection
standards which are set up by the Ohio
Inspection Bureau for insurance purposes.
The bureau rates Bowling Green
Class 6 on a scale of ten. The lower the
number the better the fire protection,
and a six rating is about average. Toledo
is rated Class 3 and Perrysburg Class
9. The figures are based on Manpower,
equipment, prevention codes, pn.»imlty
of water supply, and location of 9*
department in the city.
The agency also sets a standard of 1.5
firemen for each 1,000 population. Based
on an approximate 22,000 population,
which includes the University, Bowling
Green should have 33 firemen.
"If we use their standards, we're way
understaffed," said Rutter.
Mayor Skibbie, however, personally
believes the department is adequate for
this community, and does not like to
judge its efficiency on the basis of
Friday's
fire.

Industries assist 'Teach-In'

1

Three major Toledo industries have
expressed an interest in participating, in
some way, in the April 22 Environmental
Teach-In at the University.
Representatives of Toledo Edison,
Owens-Corning Fiberglass and General
Motors have offered their assistance in
the program to Roger Coate, Student
Council vice president of academic affairs, and Gene Wilson, director of
University development.
An independent committee is also
adding its support to the "Teach-in" by
ordering 10,000 publicity buttons,
designed to generate support for the
program.
This committee will receive financial
support through the Environmental
Studies Center.
T he buttons, designed by University
Publications Editor Jerry Fischer, are
patterned after the Environmental
Conservation for Ohio emblem, with a
green peace symbol inserted in the C of

ECO.
A picture of the button will also be
mailed to each of the 360 college student
councils in the U.S. that have expressed
an interest to Sen. Gaylord Nelson (D.Wisc.), who originally proposed the idea
of the nationwide teach-in.
A letter accompanying the picture
will invite those councils to purchase
the buttons for their teach-in programs
through Bowling Green, according to the
committee's chairman. Ernest H. Brass
Junior, LA.
Any profit gresulting from the sale of
buttons will be ccontributed to BG's
teach-in activities, he said. The 10,000
buttons for campus will be distributed
free of charge, the committee decided.
Coate said the program for the day
on campus has not yet been finalized, and
he would not know until late today
inexactly what way the Toledo industries
win
be
- able
to
help.

He said Faculty Senate will have to
set up a permenant committee to work
with the Student Council committee on
the teach-in before a press release on the
day's activites can be released.
Gordon Thomas, of the Toledo
Edison personel department, said he
learned of the teach-in through a notice in
the mail, and felt his company would
benefit by participating.
"We have a continuing concern in
environmental problems. We've spent
a lot of money in this area, studied it,
and feel the teach-in may teach us
something more,'' Thomas said.
If the program doesn't offer the
opportunity for Toledo Edison's involvement, Thomas said he would at
least send someone to the campus to
listen in on some of the discussions.
Coate said he would be keeping the
industries posted as the program
develops.
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'For A Moment, . . . When He Said This Is The Wrong Amount
For Tilt Wrong Purpose At Tin Wrong Time/ ... I Thought
H* Might Be Talking About The Cost Of The War.'

Students should be generous in their support of Charities Reek.
The work done by organizations receiving aid from charities contributions is work that will benefit all, and should be supported
by all.
The proceeds from many activities of the Mardi Cras this week
will go to the Charities Hourd. In helping make the Mardi Gras
the success it was last year, students can also be assured of
"helping make Charities Week a success.
Many hours of work are being expended by those who are organizing and helping present the week's activities. Their work
should not go unrewarded.
There are few students here in such a state of poverty that
they can't contribute something for Charities Week* Be generous.

pollution

upgrading staff
It took nearly seven years, but the Administration finally listened to its Security Chief and gave him some extra manpower.
The police force hud remained at the same level when this was
a University of 7000 as it was when we were 13,000.
Now, three more officers are on the payroll. The Chief hud
asked for eight.
But Chief Spencer Cukamuggio isn't complaining, livery little
bit helps, he reasons, and the additional officers will make the i
University that much more secure.
The force can now operate with more officers and cars per
shift, enabling it to respond quicker to calls, or complaints.
We should all feel a little more confident in the functions of
this University department now thut it hus the men to do the job.
But it remains puzzling that the desperate needs of this organization were not realized for so long by the Administration, and
that when improvements finally came, they were more than halfshy of the Chief's request.
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oi tour with Jerome
By Brian Steffens
Student Column
Thursday, Jan. 29,1 took a tour of our
c am pus.
Members of the Ohio legislature's
Public Improvements and Inspection
Committee were getting a first-hand look
at the University and its needs ? Rather,
the impression I got was that the wellmeaning legislators got a good dousing of
public relations from members of the
administration.
First, a comment about how Thurstin
and Court Streets were to be improved.
then a flashing comment about the
sorority houses, then a super plug for the
new Science Lecture Hall, then a super
duper public relations speech by
President Jerome on how the Psychology
Building and its department is one of the
best in the country.
Jerome then plugged his foresight in
moving maintenance away from center
campus thus improving the aesthetic
quality of campus. Naturally, a condemnation of the city and the sewage
treatment plant and Poe Ditch ensued.
Following that bit of irrelevancy, the
commentators pointed out the airport
and the new Wood County Aeronautics
Commission-again, not the University's
Jurisdiction.
The conversion of an old hangar Into a
GREAT industrial arts complex was the
next topic. The superb golf course.

charities week

Secretary of the Interior Walter llickel ha* said that the major
financial burden of cleaning up pollution will rest with industry.
This is where it should be, aa industries ore the major polluters,
with cities running a close second.
But, overlooked by the Department of the Interior and President Nixon are several promising techniques developed by the
Office of Coal Research which, if utilized, hold the promise of
eliminating major environmental pollution.
Not a cent for research in this area was provided for this office in the 1970 or 1971 budgets.
The techniques involve, for example, a method of converting
coal to electricity almost directly and 50 per cent more efficently with far less pollution than conventional coal-fired generating
plants.
The use of this method of generating electricity would greatly
reduce power plunt pollution, and has a wide concensus of support in the scientific community.
There are a number of other techniques in the files of the Office of Coal Research deaigned to remove the pollutants from
fuels before they ore burned. These techniques would ultimately
benefit industry by the greater efficiency they afford.
But they will not be developed without funds for research. In
his announced
drive to clean up the environment. President
Nixon has ullocated funds for pollution control, but it appears
one
of the most promising areas of research is being ignored.

opinion

-our man Hoppe

finding a southern justice
By Arthur Hoppe
Nstional Columnist
The White House today announced the
nomination of Justice of the Peace Appleton Shote of Soowee county, Georgia,
to the long-vacant seat on the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Administration sources described
Shote as "a moderate Southerner and a
genuine constructionlst."
"My exhaustive inquiries have not
disclosed one shred of evidence that Mr.
Shote has ever accepted a consultant's
fee, owned stock, suffered a conflict of
Interest, made a racist speech, or owned
TrWeSTJohn^lWTOB:1'
three-year search Is over."
The nomination was hailed by Shote's
friends and neighbors in Soowee county.
"It's the best thing that ever happened to
Soowee county," said one, "IPn It means
that shiftless skunk'U be moving to
Washington."
News of the nomination was broken to
Shote by reporters, who found him on the
banks of the Sowbelly River, sipping
White lightning from a Mason jar.
At first, Shote expressed some
hesitation on accepting the nomination to
the Nation's highest court. "What's this
here Job pay," he inquired, "and what
are the hours?"

let's hear from you

On being told, Shote said he reckoned
he'd take it - "leastwise till I start
drawing my Social Security come next
January."
A reporter asked Shote if he considered himself "a genuine constructionlst."
"Well, now," he replied, "I did help
Mrs. Purdy up Twin Forks way shore up
her privy after the big storm in '32, but I
ain't done much in that line since."
Another inquired about Shote's views
on the Constitution. "My liver's right fine
and the ticker's beating like a ISO watch," said Shote, "and thought I have been
a mite gassy in the belly lately, f
aint worth paying no never mind."
I's
probing, they had to admit the White
House had at last come up with a
Southern candidate without a blemish on
his record.
Or, as Shote truthfully put It, lifting

himself up on one elboy, "Hell, boys, I
ain't never done nothing at all."
An enterprising Life magaxlne
reporter at this point whipped out a
contract. "Read this, sir," he said
eagerly, "life will pay you $50,000, if
you'll write your first-person account of
how you became the perfect Southern
nominee to the Supreme Court."
"Read?" said Shote. blinking slowly.
"Write?"
The White House late today withdrew
Shote's nomination and said the search
for a qualified Southerner would continue.
A delegationof Southern leaders,
headed by Senator Strom Thurmond,
calks* oaJaa President this evening and
asMa trfitt'to nominate a Northerner
instead.
"Mr. Nixon's pig-headed determination to nominate a Southerner,"
angrily explained Senator Thurmond
later, "is giving the South s bad name."

superb baseball diamond, the superb Ice
Arena, the superb Harshman and
Kreischer Quadrangles were pointed out
in succession.
Again Jerome brought up the city, not
the University, when he slammed the
aesthetic harm commercial businesses
were creating by building new establishments right across the street from
campus.
Then Jerome patted himself on the
back for planting all those cotton pickin'
trees. It was then time to show and tell all
the good points of the library, Student
Services Building, and the proposed
expanded uses of Memorial Hall before
lightly «lripriwl over the old stadium
where grad students have to work.
Then a few comments on the masking
of the crumbling brick structure called
the Auxiliary Services Building. The
commentators took great pride in
describing how beautiful the building
would look when the rest of the makeup
was put on.
Funny how no one took time to say
that the wrinkles, the crumbling brick,
etc. were still there. Horrors to think that
anyone would think to utter a word about
getting rid of the moldy old building
before it feU in on Mr. MUliron and the
new Centrex system.
On to the Education Building where
University officials bragged their hearts
out about such a nice, useful functional
building. I still cant see the logic in
taking a group of people who were
supposed to review the problems of the
University to a brand new building that
has hardly had the time to develop any.
Forward march to University Hall
where Dr. Thomas I,. Kinney showed the
legislators the auditorium and outlined
the hope for a new center to house
theater, speakers, performances, etc. He
then uttered the remarkable: the
building was sound and well used.
The Union was next and last. 1 do hope
the legislators got a good look at the
problems and needs of the University. I
mean, gee, they must have heard of the
lousy parking facilities, gotten a good
look and evaluation of University,
Moseley, Hanna, and Hayes Halls and
seen all the improvements desperately
needed.
They just must have known about the
falling apart fraternity and sorority
houses, the devastated old stadium, the
Centrex Building, the elevator in South
Hall, and crumbling Shatzel and
Williams.
The administrators Just had to have
told them about that pver breakfastbecause If they didn't, I don't sec how
those legislators could go back to
Columbus and report anything else but
the merits of BGSU.how well the school is
progressing, and how there just didn't
seem to be anything really wrong at good
ol' BG.

news Lerrers
cads slam af hippies 'irrational'

In a recent issue of the B.G. News, a
TV BG News welcomes all letters to
Mr. John Nyhan in, a letter to the editor
the editor and your optniea columns.
Dae to our desire to bring you the advanced his views on Mr. Kutina's
,
article and on the "hippie" movement,
largest cross-sectlsa st views and
The general layout of Mr. Nyhan's
opinions, however, we ask that letters be i
letter seems to follow the fragmented
as more than J00 words, typewritten, sad
used by some people in their
columas be a maximum of four organization
irrational search for a scapegoat.
typewritten pages, wripie-ipared.
Through the use of a quote by Mr.
We maintain the right to edit all
Kutlna, Mr. Nyhan projects that this is a
materials
which
exceed
those
limits,
sad
Tho SO N... le publl.hod Tuo*dor* thru Frill.,, during th. r.gulo.
statement reflective of a collective group
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
achaal yo*r, and enti a woo* during th* sumrMT ■ •■■l.n», »r»J>c authoror "cult" of people.
and good taste.
ity *f th* Publication* Commlttoo of Bowling Croon Slot* Unlvor *.ty.
Mr. Nynan's next attack seems to be
Opinion* aapraBlad in odltorlol cartoon, or othor column* In th. Now*
All letters aad commas sabmitted to
do not nocoooorlly roll.ct tho opinion* of th. UnUorafty ArJraJnUtration
The News became the property ol The based on some sort of erratic definition of
"capitalism", from which he claims that
faculty or staff or th* Sfata *f Ohio. Opinion* .■proa.od by c*lumni.t. do
News aad caaost be retarded.
not noconorlly ralloct tha opinion* *f tho IG Maw*. Editorial* In th* BG
the hippies are group of recalcitrants.
Materials
should
be
addressed
to
The
Naw* r.ll.ct tha opinion, af tha majority af rooaaar* of th* tO No-. EdiIn support of this claim, Mr. Nyhan
BG News, Editorial Editor, IN
torial Soar..
states that "every word you (hippies)
University Hall
utter and every song you sing speels
violence".
1
•WHY. ITS OLD -WHITE SUPREMACY CARSWELL--WE THOUGHT YOU WAS DEAD!
Mr. Nyhan, I assume, finds these
words of violence in such hippie songs as
"Michelle, Yesterday, Flowers in Your
Hair, Magic Bus, Magic Carpet Ride"
and other hippie favorites. Another
claim Mr. Nyhan makes in the defense of
his "capitalism" is that "capitalists"
produce these "words of violence" on
records and film, not the hippies
themselves.
Of course, Mr. Nyhan, who is a purveyor of unqualified statements, seems
to overlook that some hippie rock
groups produce, direct, and arrange
their own records and films, e.g.
"Electric Ladyland and Easy Rider."
Finally, Mr. Nyhan makes the same
unobjective blunder about the Amtsh, a
collective. Mr. Nyhan, who seems to
covet the destruction or unpotency of Mr.
Kutina and the " hippies'', instead
reveals himself as a primordial
automaton who seems to believe in the
doctrine of mysticism by his selfabnegation of the potency of the rational
objective mind.
In conclusion, Mr. Nyhan: The values
of peace and love which you propose io
hold appear to be only so much rhetoric,
exemplified by your statement of "GET

THE HELL OUT OF HERE". It is quite
obvious that with such a closed mind, it
would be impossible for you to prosper in
the academic and scholarly endeavors of
the University.
Therefore, we advise that you should
possibly consider removing yourself

from this university and thereby, save
your parents and the taxpayers, including ourselves, some money.
Jay Harper
George Amer
Anderson Hall

I 1

supports women's rights
I was appalled by Bruce Peck's article "Women's Rights Demands Seem
Paradox" and also by your printing of it
What he did was to resort to the lowest kind of slander summed up in his
labelling of the plvenoroenon "Pussy Rage". If one were to describe the
phenomenon among blacks in an equivalent way, one would not call It
'Black Rage" but rather "Coon Rage" or "Ntawr Rage".
Theepithets are at the same outrageously insulting level.
I think the chief claims he makes are these:
1. The demand for wornens' rights stem from a desire to be permanently
"one-up" over men.
1 The demands are an expression of "despair, lowliness and sense of
abandonment."
S. Such women's problems all stem from too much thinking.
4. If a women is truly liberated she does not demand any rights. (Nor does
she take them, I presume).
The last point applies to more than wornens' struggles. Now unless one
simply defines "liberated" to entail not struggling for one's rights, the question
to be put is simply "why"? Freedom is reduced to thinking one is free -a nice
illusion to promulgate among the unfree! Nor argument is given for this claim
except for reflections by Mr. Peck on his ideal woman and on bis dating
problems.
What can be said about the third claim'!!
The first two points are essentially the same. Now, how, in general, does one
refute the explanation of sornethlng as being due simply to personal and sick
motives? One way is to point to real objective conditions which explain the
same thing without having to resort to neurotic motives.
Women are viewed in this culture as not quite the equal of men. There Is
explicit institutional dlscriinlnaUon but also more subtle conditioning which
portrays women as silly, helpless sexual objects, such as is exemplified in the
Muss BGSU i contest. Urtfortunately, as with an oppressed groups, many
women accept this view of themselves and soi™ even flee from freedom to the
security of being a kept pet. All that women are denianding tc<iay is the end to
■neb inequality rrot to be permanently "one-up" over men.
I would have hoped we bad reached the point where one would at least be
inhibiting in ftirpreasing one's rank prejudices publicly. The publication of Mr. '
Peck's article shows we are not yet there.
Nancy Holms trom
Dept. of Philosophy
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Judge suggests changes in structure

Law Society forms new legal board
The University Law
Society has formed a Courts
and Counsel Assistance Board
designed to aid students in
occuring within Wood legal
affairs County, but outside the
University's Jurisdiction.
The purpose, according to
its constitution, is "to further
the legal education of law
Society members by using
them to assist members of the
Professional Lawyers Group
in cases sent to them by the
Courts and Counsel Assistance
Board of the Law Society.'
To be eligible for
assistance, a person must be a
student of the University at
the time of his offense. T he
scope of the board is limited to
misdemeanors and civil cases.
Assistance will not go beyond
the level of Municipal Court,
and the Court and Counsel
Assistance Board will not
finance appeals.
A screening committee is
to be made up of five members
of the Law Society,appointed
by the society President with
the approval of the majority,

PRESIDENT NIXON introduces member* «f the new Coaneil on Environmental
Quality to newsmen at the White House. They »re, frvm left: Russell E. Train,
undersecretary o( the interior. and, to the President's left, Gordon J.F. McDonald,
vice chancellor at the University of California, and Robert Cahn. Pnlltier PrizrwlnninR reporter of the Christian Science Monitor.

of members present at the
time.
T he Screening Committee
will decide who shall be
referred to a list of attorneys
in the Professional Lawyers
Group.
The Professional Lawyers
Group is a list of names of all
professional, practicing attorneys who are members of
the Wood County Bar
Association.
T his list will be presented
to any student seeking legal
aid after consent of the need for
such aid by the screening
Committee.
The attorneys on the list
may, however, decline to
accept the case.
If the list is exhausted by
the student, the board will not
take further action.
T he board will be financed
by private contributions, but
not from any one wishing to
finance the legal actions of
another person.
Associate Municipal Court
Judge Allen Bechtel, said he
thinks the proposed Courts
and Counsel Assistance Board

Cleveland police chief denies Mafia
bribed him in Detroit abortion ring
newspapers
as
saying
Ellenburg and other Detroit
policemen had shared in
bribes averaging $1,000 a
month which Burns paid to
protect an abortion operation.
"I categorically deny all
these allegations in their
entirety," Ellenburg told
newsmen yesterday.
"I refuse to enter into a
rock-throwing contest with'
Mr. Burns," Ellenburg said.

by Mafia lawyer Lawrence
Bums of Detroit.
Ellenburg, a retired
Detroit
officer
named
Cleveland's chief last week,
said he had told his own attorney to initiate lawsuits
against Burns and the Free
Press, but he did not indicate
the nature of the suits or the
amount of damages which
might be involved.
Burns was quoted in both

CLEVELAND (AP) - New
Cleveland Police Chief
William
P.
Ellenburg
yesterday firmly denied
charges that he had shared in
Mafia bribes and said he had
no plans to resign.
Ellenburg held a news
conference
to
answer
allegations raised in stories by
the Detroit Free Press and
Cleveland Plain Dealer, both
of which reported statements

Ellenburg said he had
offered to take a lie detector
test if the Free Press would
agree not to publish the story
if he passed. He said he withdrew his offer when he got no
assurances that the story
would not be printed.
Stokes said in a Sunday
television appearance that
Ellenburg had denied the
allegations and he would not

Protests minor as schools desegregate
three Louisiana parishes
opened without incident and
with near normal attendance
under new desegregation
plans.
Minor pupil and parent
Seven more school districts prttests occurred at .t^b
in Mississippi were integrated Alabama districts.
In Washington, the State of
without incident. Schools in

Mississippi
asked
the
Supreme Court to block
federal school desegregation
directives.
The petition charged that

Only
minor protests
developed yesterday as courtordered school desegregation
spread to several more
Southern school systems
meeting a Feb. 1 deadline.

desegregation orders had the
effect of actually creating and
permitting
continued
operation of all-white and allblack schools.

is well intended , but should be
reconsidered.
He warned that providing
funds for legal assistance
could cause problems because
of the need to obtain money

All your sharing.
all your special memories
will be forever
symbolized by yoor
diamond engagement ring
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag.
you are assured of
fine quality and
lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond
is flawless.
ol superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake Jeweler
has a choice selection
of many lovely styles
He's listed in
the yellow pages
under "Jewelers "

»i»i.

Ill i: CHARLES MANSON "family" leaves a Los Angeles courtroom after Manson
pleaded Innocent to charges of murdering actress Sharon Tale and six others.
Some members of the "family" gave their names as "Gypsy, "Cappy", and
"Squeaky."

Court denies Powell lost pay
WASHINGTON! AP) -The
Supreme Court rejected
yesterday an attempt by Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell, (D-N. Y.), to recover the $55,000 in
congressional pay he lost
when he was excluded from
the 90th Congress.
The court also declined
to establish Powell's right to
seek recovery of the $25,000
fine he paid in January, 1969,
as a condition to taking his
seat in the 91 st Congress.
The court had left these

issues unsettled last June
when it ruled 7 to 1 that
Congress
acted
unconstitutionally in unseating
the Harlem Negro Democrat.
Federal Judge George L.
Hart Jr. of the District of
Columbia ruled subsequently
that Powell would have to
prove he has "clean hands"
before he may recover the lost
pay. T his means lawyers for
the House would have a
chance to argue that at least
part of the $55,000 should be

ALL MALE STUDENTS WITH TWO YEARS REMAINING
ON CAMPUS, INCLUDING SENIORS ACCEPTED BY
1

Ke ep g jtk:<=>'

:

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EARN A COMMISSION IN THE US. ARMY.
YOUR CHOICE, NOT CHANCE, FOR THE PAY AND
PRESTIGE OF AN OFFICER DURING YOUR TWO YEARS
OF ACTIVE SERVICE. ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN THE
TWO YEAR ARMY ROTC PROGRAM CAN OBTAIN
FURTHER INFORMATION:

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDOING j
I •*'•••» M*d *•■ 10 P«9« bootlt*. "'Uini-ig Vovr E"9*g«rr"«"i *«d W«dd<"Q
■ «*d loll to'o- 'o Of both <o* o-i. He AIM tell -• ho* •<> obtain lh« bvau'ifJ
I « oaqe Irlde't XMPMU Soot .' k#lf p*,Ce.
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FEBRUARY 5, 1970
5 TO 7 PM.
ROOM 253 MEMORIAL HALL

■ MffSA.r.e

DIAMOND

KINGS

IOX

10

SYRACUSE

N.Y.

moil

trouble needs assistance
immediately and not after the
committee meets and makes a
decision on whether it should
provide assistance.

-

fire Ellenburg on the basis of
Burns' "unsubstantiated"
story.

SERVE YOUR
TWO-YEAR ACTIVE
MILITARY OBLIGATION
ASA
U.S. ARMY OFFICER.

When you know
it's for keeps

through contributions.
j.
Judge Bechtel said
another fault in the objectives
is use of a five member
screening committee.
He explained a student in

withheld on grounds Powell
had misappropriated at least
$46,000 in government funds.
Powell's lawyers then
petitioned the Supreme Court,
insisting that since the exclusion had been held illegal,
its consequences-loss of pay,
the fine and also the loss of

his 22 years' seniority-were
also illegal and must be
rectified.
But the justices turned
down their appeal and request
for a hearing without comment except the notation that
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger did not participate in
the
case.

1970 GRADUATES:
EngirvMring • Science • Butlnau Adminniration • Literal Art!

XEROX
IS COMING
TO CAMPUS
Wednesday,
February 18
See your Placement Director today to arrange an appointment with the Xerox
representative.
Discover what Xerox is doing in color
xerography, 3-D imaging, laser applications, and systems that mate xerography
and computers. Learn, too, ot the continuous refinements being developed for
and incorporated in our line of office copiers and duplicators.
During the question and answer session, you'll also get a better idea for some
of the reasons behind our growth. From
approximately 3,000 people in 1960 to
over 30,000 currently.
Ask him, too, about the Xerox philosophy. How we've always operated on the
premise that you can make meaningful
contributions to society that contribute
quite gainfully to yourself. And us.
This investment of your time could be
the start of a rewarding future at our suburban Rochester, New York facilities in
research, engineering, manufacturing,
programming, finance, statistics or marketing/sales.

XEROX

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)
U*OX ■» A ■ U'iTtUD TRAOCNAI* OF U*OX COBfOWTIOM.

(REFRESHMENTS SERVED)
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Career
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acpment
Service

Israel, Syria clash
TEL AVTV - For the fourth straight day, Syrian and Israeli
tanks and artillery battled yesterday along the occupied Golan
Heights with Israel throwing in Jets to bomb positions In Syria.
The Israelis claimed they knocked out two Syrian tanks with
direct bombing hits. A spokesman said several artillery
positions also were bombed and explosions were seen.
Syrian and Israeli tanks and guns dueled for nearly two hours
Sunday.

Marcos warns students
MANILA - President Ferdinand Marcos said yesterday the
situation in Manila Is returning to normal, but he warned that if
students riot again, "they must bear the consequences."
Marcos told a news conference, "We will not fire at students
engaging in peaceful demonstrations, but once they participate
in violence, once they threaten lives, they must bear the consequences."

Muskie tops Democrats
WASHINGTON - Sen. Edmund Muskie of Maine is the front
running Democratic presidential prospect but President Nixon
is ahead of the over-all field, says Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield.
Mansfield said Muskie, the Democratic vice presidential
nominee in 1968, is now the party's leading candidate for the
presidential nomination in 1972, He said Muskie's lead over
other Democrats is "at the moment quite wide."

Career
Challenges
are available with

MICHIGAN
CONSOLIDATED
GAS COMPANY
an affiliate of the

AMERICAN NATURAL
GAS SYSTEM
Students completing degree requirements In
ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS STATISTICS,
GENERAL
BUSINESS,
INDUSTRIAL
MANAGEMENT
&
PRODUCTION
CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS AND HOME
ECONOMICS are Invited to explore employment
and career opportunities with our Company on:

FEBRUARY 10, 1970
For more information, visit your Placement
Office
or write:
College Recruiting
Michigan Consolidated Gas Company
One Woodward Avenue
Detroit. Michigan 4SZ2I
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The following employment
opportunities are available for
the week of February 9. Appointments for interviews can
now be made in the Office of
Career
Planning
and
Placement Services, third
floor, of the Student Services
Building.
BUSINESS
FEBRUARY 9
Dayton Journal Herald Reporters, copy editors,
writers, Summer Internship in
reporting, photography, and
sports.
Stouffer Foods - Open
Schedule
Holt, Rinehart & Winston Open Schedule
The Upjohn Company - Open
Schedule
FEBRUARY 10
Libbey-Owens Ford - Field
Sales Promotion, Prod.
Supervision, Technical Staff
Members (Chem., Physics)
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. Manufacturing, Technical &
Financial, Sales Program.
National Cash Register Marketing, Acctg., EDP Sales

Trainee,
Buying
and
Support.
Shillito's - Merchandise Executive Positions.
Central Trust Co. - Branch
Training Program
IBM Corporation - Sales, Banking Mgt., Investment
Mktg., Data Processing, Analyst.
Systems Engr., Program- IBM Corporation - See Feb. 10
ming, Finance, ManufacFEBRUARY 12
turing.
F. & R. Lazarus & Co., Inc. - The Travelers Ins. Co. - Mgt.
Open Schedule
Trainees, Sales, Claims AdMichigan Consolidated Gas ministrative, Underwriting.
Co. - Reservoir Engr., Acctg., Columbus & Southern Ohio
Computer Programmers, Electric Co. - Tax Accountant,
Economic
&
Financial Report & Statistical AcAnalysts, Graduate Trainees, countants, Data Processing.
Shell Companies - Financial
Home Service Reps.
College I -i ft' Insurance Co. of Staff Devel.. Credit Rep.,
Data Processes, Purchasing,
America - Open Schedule
Transportation, District
Marketing.
FEBRUARY 11
Lazarus & Co., Inc. - Open The Budd Company
Management Training.
Schedule
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. - Ohio Bell - Open Schedule.
Western Electric - Open
See Feb. 10
Schedule.
Shillito's - See Feb. 10
Jones & I.aughlin Steel Corp. - Bell Technical I Jibs - Open
Prod. Mgt. Trainees, Ind. Schedule.
Engineer Trainees, Industrial Arintmr-Dial, Inc. - Sales.
Dayton Tire & Rubber - Prod.
Relations Trainees.
General Electric Company - Mgt. Trainees, Acctg.
Financial Mgt. Program, Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. Manufacturing.
Retail Merch., Operations
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. - Mgt.. Wholesale. Sales Mgt.,
General Acctg., Internal
Sales, Sales Mgt. Trainees
S. S. Kresge Co. - Mgt. Audit.

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Beginning Salary-!76U
Interviewing teachers on Monday, February 16,1970
APPLICANTS SHOULD WANT
CHALLENGING WORK IN LOW INCOME
AREAS
Information and applications are available from
Dr. Rose Marie Schmidt, 471 Schools Center
Building, 5057 Woodward Avenue, Detroit,
Michigan 48202.
See your placement office for openings.

BUCKEYE LOCAL
343*. Edgewood Dr.

Employment Opportunities

Candidates for September, 1970
Campus Visit
Feb. 13,1970
Recruiter - Dr. H.E. Whlttlngton, Supt.

Magnavox Corporation - Open

Schedule.
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co. - Insurance Adm., Acctg.,
Actuarial Personnel.

Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.
- Claim Adjusters, Underwirters, Salesmen.
Walter Gons & Co., CPA's Accountants
Ashland Chemical Co. - Open
Schedule.
Procter & Gamble - Sales Mgt.
Armour-Dial Inc. - Sales.
SCHOOLS
FEBRUARY 9
Grosse Pointe Pub. Sch. Dist.,
Mich. - All Areas.
Brunswick City School Dist.,
O. - Bus. Ed.. El. Ed.. Eng..
Ind. Ed., I.ib. Science, Math,
Music, Emot. Dist., Slow

- Most Areas.
Rowland Unified School Dist.,
Calif. - El. Ed.. Bus. Ed.,
HPE, Home Ec.. Ind. Ed..
Math, Gen. Science, Emot.
Dist.,
MR.
Reading
Specialists.
Beecher Public Schools. Mich.
-Art, Bus. Ed.. El. Ed.. Eng.,
Home Ec., Ind. Ed.. French.
Math, Music, Science. MR.
Speech & Hearing.
Grand Blanc Community
Schools, Mich. - Ail Areas.
Fairview Park City Schools,
O. - Open Schedule.
Cuyahoga Co. Bd. of Emd., O.
- Art, Bus Ed., Driver Ed.,
English, HPE, Home Ec..
Urn* . Math. Music, Science,
Social Studies. Special Ed.
Kenosha Unif. School District
No. I, Wis. - All Areas.
Id Puente Union H.S. Dist.
Calif. - Most Areas.

I-Miners

Davison Community Schools.
Mich. - Art, El. Ed., Eng.,
HPE, Ind. Ed., Math, Music,
Spc. Ed., Speech.
Greece Central School Dist.
No. 1, N.Y. - Most Areas.
Warren City Schools, O. - All
Areas.
Hudson School District, Calif.

"Small Enough To Car*
Largo EnoughTo Dare. . ."
Contact- our representative at the University
Placement Office on February 11, 9-12 Noon for
new and unusual teaching positions open In the
fall. 1970.

SHAWNEE SCHOOLS

Ashtabula. Ohio

.Located on Lake Erie.
.. ..One hour east of Cleveland via 1-90.
.. ..Low pupil-teacher ratios. MOO K-12.
..High per pupil tax valuation i(31,0001.

FEBRUARY 13

LIMA, OHIO

FEBRUARY 10
Sch. Dist. City of Ponliac.
Mich. -El. Ed., HPE. Ind. Ed.,
Ijb. Science, Math. Music.
Special Ed.
Grosse Pointe Public Sch.
Dist.. Mich. - See Feb. 9
FEBRUARY 11

FEBRUARY 12
Birmingham Public Schls..
Mich. - El. Ed.. Eng., HPE.
Home Ec., Ind. Ed., Math.
Music. Science.
Dayton Public Schools, O. Open Schedule.
Tuscarawas County Schls., O.
- See Feb. 11.
FEBRUARY 13
Chillicothe Pub. Schls.. O. - El.
Ed.. French-I^tin, Math.
Spec. Ed.. HPE. Home Ec..
Spanish, Art.
Buckeye I.ocal Bd. of Ed.. O. Art. El. Ed.. Math. Music.
Science. Special Ed, Speech &
Hearing. Gudance.
Shawnee I»cal Schools, O. Open Schedule.
Niles Twn. Comm. H.S.. III. Art, Bus. Bd., English. HPE,
Home Ec, Ind. Ed., I.mc. .
Math. Science. Social Studies.
Social Ed.. Counselors.
1 .incastci City Schools. - Most
Areas.

Help us shatter
our corporate image
Until recently — Libbcy-Owens-Ford Glass
Company. Now. Libbey-Owens-Ford
Company.
Until recently — we were known as producers of glass for cars and buildings.
Now. we're into many things in addition
to glass. New combinations of materials,
space uge processes as well as products.
Perhaps, you'll help us become famous
for . . . what is it you want to get your
teeth into? As n creative engineer or scientist at our technical center.' In manufacturing7 In marketing? This may be the
opportunity you are seeking! Take u crack
at it. See our representative.
FEIIMIY 10.1171

FEBRUARY 13 - APRIL 28
EXCELLENT SALARIES, EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS, AND FACILITIES

Tuscarawas County Schools.
O. - Bus. Ed.. El. Ed., Ind.
Ed.. French, German, Math,
.Science, Social Studies,
Special Ed.
School Dist. City of Pontiac,
Mich. - See Feb. 10.

UIIIY OWtNS FORD CO

INVESTIGATE AN OUTSTANDING SCHOOL

a

WANTED:
They've got just the spot for you.

Maybe you sweated four years to
And you'll find it on 18 plants. In
lose your identity. To become a bit
12 different countries. On five difof information stored in a computer.
ferent continents.
Well, congratulations.
The reason for our success?
You've got plenty of chance to
People.
become just that in our depersonWe develop talent. Not
alized, do-not-fbld-spindle-or-mutimachines. If you've got ability,
late world.
you'll get the chance to show it.
What you don't have is much
And if you show it, people
chance of escaping the numbers
will notice. And you'll get ahead.
game and holding on to your
We're big enough, and growidentity.
ing fast enough, that there's plenty
Maybe we can give you that
of room for you to grow.
chance.
Yet we're not so big that you'll
We're Hoover.
ever get lost in the shuffle.
You probably know us tor vacSo why not sign up now for
uum cleaners. And~an interview with
we're the biggest in;
I Hoover.
that field.
y-^
3About all you've got
But you'll alsorrjS
-■v^ll.r^r-jrto lose is 20 minutes.
find our name on=*»
*J\ H= "Those 20 minutes may
about 80 other housegain you the chance not
ware items.
l
"to lose your identity.

Me

You have made up >our mind the kind of work you want to
do will nut he ciit-und-dricd. You want to get into something
with action, a chance 'o shake things up and make some
changes, and while you're at it conirihuic something toward
making this u heller world
Why don't >ou look into PSCi Sales Management?
At P&G wc welcome change We mu\i change to meet
changing needs of our customers, or go out of business. And
wc need indmdu.il* f*" S.ih-s M.in.iecmct't \*hi- can .isMimo
leadership in showing us how to trade what we're doing now
for something better. We like boat-rockers!
As for the belter world part of it—a leader is a leader, and
we're proud to say that in our Company, leadership doesn't
stop it the end of a business desk . . it overflows into the
community in which our people live and gets things done
there, loo.
Procter & Gamble is an equal opportunity employer.

Mr. J.J. Lundburg awl Mr. D. Stuart will Interview •■ campus

FRIDAY - FEBRUARY 13th
We are Interested la discussing our opportunities
regardless of military commitments.
Sign up for Interview at Placement Office.

TOLEDO OHIO 43(24
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Takes active learning approach

Seminar seeks new concepts
By Sneryl Young
Education - what is it, why
is it, where has it been, and
where is it going?
An
Honors
Seminar
designed to find new concepts
of education is applying new
approaches this quarter to
answer these questions.
The seminar co-ordinated
by Dr. Morris J. Weinberger,
associate
professor
of
education, and John E.
Thomas, junior (Ed.) stresses
student involvement and
student-structured learning.
Educational games such as
role playing, projects and
group discussion are some of
the methods employed to
encourage this involvement.

Amiocio»»d Prfit Wir*pho!o

OVERFLOWING BANKS caused by rains and
runoff flooded these homes on the west shore of Clear

Lake at Lakeport, California last week. The area has
been hit by heavy rains for the past several weeks.

The main point of the
program is that the 15
students involved in the
seminar spent time in Toledo
ghetto schools practicing
teaching methods.
"Education is a sort of
who-did-what-to-me process.
It should help the student
discover himself, his world,
and how he will relate to that
world. Dr. Weinberger said.
"It is also an individual
experience. Even if two
students take identical
courses for 16 years, their
education will be different.
Each student will interact

Lawyer condemns Carswell
WASHINGTON (AP) - A structionist in civil rights
surprise witness testified cases while a U.S. district
yesterday that Supreme Court judge in Tallahassee, Fla.
nominee G. Harrold Carswell
The testimony before the
had a reputation as an ob- Senate Judiciary Committee

Rhodes to file suit
for life' article
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov.
James A. Rhodes said
yesterday he proposes to file a
libel suit as a "consequence"
of a story Life Magazine
published May 2, 1969.
Rhodes said he conferred
in New York City Friday with
Atty. Louis Niier, senior
partner in the firm of Phillips

Nizer, Benjamin, Krim and
Ballon for "preliminary
discussion of the libel suit I
proposed to file..."
The magazine article,
entitled "The Governor and
the Mobster," said Rhodes
converted campaign funds to
personal use and paid back
income taxes and penalties of
around $100,000.

NEW SELECTION OF BLUE
DENIM BELL BOTTOMS

SALE! ! !
at

HITMAN'S MEN'S WEAR
147N. Main 354-7511
LARGEST SELECTION OF
LEVI STA-PRESS SLACKS
IN WOOD COUNTY

was given by Ernest H.
Rosenberger a New York City
lawyer, who said he served as
a volunteer counsel for civil
rights workers in the Florida
panhandle in the summer of
1964.
Most of his testimony dealt
with a case in which nine
clergymen were sentenced to
jail by a city Judge in
Tallahassee after they had
attempted to integrate the
airport there, and their
subsequent efforts to obtain
release through a habeas
corpus petition.
Rosenberger contended
that Carswell told the city
attorney how to circumvent an

order of the 5th U.S. Court of of the Washington office of the
Appeals by reducing the National Association for the
sentence of the clergymen to Advancement of Colored
said i.i prepared
the time they had already People,
testimony that a white
spent in Jail.
The witness said the effect supremacy statement made
was to wipe out the by Carswell 22 years ago was
clergymen's standing to get a enough in itself to cause
hearing on their habeas rejection of Carswell's
as corpus petition and nomination.
to leave them with a perMitchell said that no atmanent criminal record.
tempts to dismiss the
The calling of Rosenberger statement as one made in the
delayed the scheduled ap- heat of a campaign "will ever
pearance of leaders of civil be accepted by most Negroes
rights organizations to testify of the United States and most
in opposition to Carswell's civilized people in the world"
as a legitimate excuse for
nomination.
Clarence Mitchell, director approving the nomination.

COMMENCING SPRING QUARTER:

THE
EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES

PROGRAM
A program providing all students beyond the freshman year
with an additional alternative, a meaningful option for the encouragement of Innovative and personally rewarding use of
elective hours.
Participation Is simple: Any student may embark upon a
project which Is seen as being worthy of commitment and of
pursuit provided support for the project can be elicited from a
faculty member who will subsequently act as advisor, tutor, etc.
Minimum hours per project Is four, maximum per student over
the three years Is IS.

with his schooling differently," he added.
With 22 years experience in
the educational field, Dr.
Weinberger hopes to serve as
a valuable resource person for
the students.
"I have taught every
grade, from children of four to
students of 80, and I've been
principal of ghetto and elite
suburban schools. I feel I have
a good overview of education
to offer the students," Dr.
Weinberger said.
Thomas hopes to add his
own student perspective to the
seminar.
"I've been involved with
many of the academic
councils on campus, and I
want to practice some of the
educational ideas I've accumulated," said Thomas.
Students involved in the
seminar gave favorable
comments about this active
approach to learning.
"This seminar has been
exceptionally stimulating,"
said Barbara Metzger,
sophomore (I .A). "I wish all of
my classes had its relevance
and free discussion of ideas,"
Sharon
Guttman
sophomore (Ed.) agreed.
"The greatest learning
experience I'm getting is the
involvement with other
students, discussing
educational problems and
possibilities."
Thomas is optimistic about
seminars of this type in the
future.
"Every year students are
becoming more frustrated by
lectures and highly structured
courses. Learning must be an
active process. We're stifling
education in the classroom,"
he said.

Naws photo by John Jacksan

HONOR SEMINAR co-ordlantors Dr. Morris J.
Weinberger, right, and John K. Thomas discuss the
program.

Belated thanks
Theta Chi's,
for a fantastic Aquacade (this was supposed to
be In last week but they didn't have room! i

Second place Alpha Chi's
(and we're lovin' it!)

KESSEL'S CLEARANCE

Clearance
Clearing Our Stocks Of Fall &
Winter Merchandise At Prices
That Will Amaze You!
Entire Stock

Fall & Winter Sportswear

OFF

Still food selection of sweaters,
slacks, skirts and Jscketi. Tske
your choice now. Orlf. M to $25.

PILE LINED STORM COATS
Warm Orion pile, nylon coat that Is water
repellent. Sites 8-18. Orlf- $»■***■

... All course work In The Experimental Studies Program will
be graded on a Satisfactory- Unsatisfactory basis.

Send a LoveBundle
forXrfelentine'sWeek.
Why squeeze a lot of Love into just
one day?
Order a LoveBundle to arrive early.
It's a unique arrangement designed
to stretch Valentine's Day into a week.
Because the flowers will last.
A special Valentine. Only at FTD
florists. At a special price.
Usually availablaal $17 l"k/~V*
l»s than IL..JKJ

. . Where sucb may be gainfully expended, a stipend of up to
$200 will be made available for travel, equipment, books, etc.,
and will be administered Jointly by the instructor and student.

16.90

Save Now!

Fall & Winter Dresses
Eligibility and Details of Enrollment:
1. OPEN TO ALL UPPERCLASSMEN
t. The student Identifies instructor and obtains approval for
the proposed project, number of hours, method of procedure,
etc., before he...
3. Registers for EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 101.
«. The Office of Experimental Studies would appreciate
receiving from each participant an Initial description of the
project, and a final evaluation and assessment at the conclusion
of the quarter.

Assortment of fabrics * styles
to wear now 'til spring. Juniors,
misses, half sites. Vslues to $20.

$

$

8* 10

Use Your Charge Or Layaway — No interest Or Carrying Charge

Askforit

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:

IJ\E,±±£,L6,

315 Student Services Building
372-2256
•As an md«p«ndent businessman, each FTD Member florist sets his
own orir»*

"Bowling Green's Coat and Dress Place"
112 South Main St.

'
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Lounge offers
coffee house
atmosphere

Nsws photo by Brian Stoftont

Immediate openings for telephone switchboard operators. Must
be able to work day or evening hours. Experience not necessary,
full training provided. Pleasant working conditions. Regular pay
increases.
Apply:

FOREIGN I.ANGUAGE
PI .ACEMENT TESTS
Students needing to know
the level of foreign language
course to register for Spring
Quarter should contact the
Counseling Center, 320
Student Services bldg. this
week to sign up for testing.
Tests in latin, French,
Spanish, German and liu-•:::;:,
will be K>ven on Feb. 7 at 10
a.m. in 300 University Hall.

Business Office
NORTHERN OHIO TELEPHONE COMPANY
160 W. Woott.r
Bowling Groan

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?
WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH A CHURCH
CHARTER AND YOU CAN START YOUR OWN
CHURCH. HEADQUARTERS OF UNIVERSAL
LIFE CHURCH WILL KEEP RECORDS OF
YOUR CHURCH AND FILE WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND FURNISH
YOU A TAX EXEMPT STATUS-ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS REPORT YOUR ACTIVITIES
TO HEADQUARTERS FOUR TIMES A YEAR.
I \( 1.1 >SK A FREE WILL OFFERING.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
33021

WAWf?

By J. P. Caaab.ll

Did you every wish yon
could forget everything, go to
New York and live in
Greenwich Village?
Well, Kohl Hall will provide
the atmosphere for you right
here on campus.
"We are trying to provide a
place for students to go if they
are a little low on money,"
said Bruce Blair, Kohl
resident advisor and coordinator of he program.
"We will provide free live
entertainment with female
singers, one-act plays, poetry
and jazz bands," he said.
The Sanctuary will be open
to everyone every Saturday
from 9 p.m. - 1:30 ajn. and
from 9 p.m. to midnight on
Thursday, selling coffee and
tea for the going rate of a
dime.

TO
DO
TODSY

EARN
WHILE
YOU
LEARN

t

GAMMA PHI PLEDGES,
WE'RE GLAD YOU'RE
WITH US. THE CRESCENT
MOON IS BEST I

THE ACTIVES

SOME PEOPLE JUST
WEREN'T BORN TO FLY!

We fix the same car
everyday

Take Icarus, for instance.

If yow want lodoiomsthing right you can) hov*
loi ( i ^ w n>nd
Wo only ItOvo Vo!kiwofl»n on Owi mnd
Out mechan.ci havs gj-ne IQ Vol..wagon
ICh ill .'«' ih«W«i at* fried with 7olaiv.og*r<
poii.. and our looli oi» #ip»,>olly mod* fo fi»
igeM
~"»" iom«rhtng goei wrong wiftl yOwf Vol.lwoo*" why •<*• '* '° oHi«« pooplo vvho fii oth«>

ACROSS
54 Ancestry.
1 Bulwark.
55 Boastful
8 Meals.
talker.
15 Zero daarcas 50 Scandinalatitude.
vian bard.
16 Open
cabinet.
17 Grooved.
18 Chains.
19 Censes.

37 Winkers.
DOWN
1 Mold anew.
2 Fish pools.
3 Freshwater
fishes.
4 Agreements.

20 Range of
activity.

22 Gentleman.
23 Goil of war.
24 Germ cell.
25 Rcedlike
rrowlli.
leep hole.
27 Vcnilinit
liimlli

l

3

«

»

>«

Portuguese.

IS

■

It

tl

jucluiiu-nl.
Souk fins.
Bench.
Moiintnin
nymph.
Kiist Indiiin

14

11
SO

paint-

SI

i

M
It

bird.
C Field Enterpriei
Inc., 1B70

."ill Isolntcs.
.12 Set apart.

Solution of Friday's Puzzle

GERMAN HELP
SESSIONS
Will be conducted from 4 to
5 p.m. in the German
Department, Shatzel Hall.
ACCOUNTING
HELP SESSIONS
Will be conducted from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in 210 Hayes
Hall.
OPERA WORKSHOP
REHEARSAL
Will begin at 6:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg.
NORTHERN OHIO
MATHEMATICS
GROUP
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
200 Moseley Hall.

*

1

;I

pi

a
ss

13

IS

14

"

l p1
•

i

■

"
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POT I'M KRS.
Yesterday's cryptogram: We have saved
many piles of old newspapers for the Salvation Army.
l-IHUI;! HNU1II']

Hlllinl

IFC announces policies
for spring rush, pledging
The rush committee of
Interfraternity Council (IFC)
met recently to announce the
new policies of Spring rush for
men.
The new rush program will

consist of a registration
period, two nights of mandatory open houses, followed
by two weeks of individual
rush programs by each

WBGU program highlights
TUESDAY
9 p.m. - NET FESTIVAL
WEDNESDAY
2:45 and 7 p.m.-FIRING
LINE: Joe McGinnis, author
of "The Selling of the
President 1988," and William
F. Buckley, Jr., will discuss
mechanics of the modern
political campaign.
8:30 p.m. - BOOK BEAT:
Discussion this week will be
about the "Drive for the
Green."

9 p.m.- NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE: A panel of New
York Times journalists will
discuss news issues.
10 p.m. - SOUL: This will
be the first in a new series of
programs pooling black talent
and black ideas.
THURSDAY
8 p.m. - WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW: Analysts
discuss the news behind the
headlines in Washington.
8:30 p.m.
- NET
PLAYHOUSE:
'Five
Tomorrows."

(.

Rut il you want to fly, you can,
and in the biggest and the best
aircraft in the world.

11

"

z ■ xwv

FACULTYSENATE
Will meet at 3:15 p.m. in
112 life Science Bldg.

Angel flight
will meet at 4 p.m. in
Memorial Hall.

10

36 Tinted
coloring.
38 Colorful
toucan39 Denied.
40 Packers.
42 Ascended.
45 Greek letter
46 Medicinal
compound.
48 Ancient
Biblical
country.
49 Act sullenly
51 Caspian —.
53 Spenk.

CRYPTOGRAM — H\ Ruth Walliriilm-

DREAM DEMINAR
Will be held from 3 to 5 p.m.
in 320 Student Services Bldg.

MATHEMATICS FH.M
. "The Kakeya Problem will
be shown at 4 pjn. in 140
Overman Hall.

t

1p

■

!|
"

'
"
"

ii

»

13

47 Sorrowful.
48 Moslem
ilifmitnrics.
49 Hnizilinn

GROWTH ROOM
Will be held from 1 to 5 p.m.
in 320A Student Services Bldg.

;

t

IS

IS

21 Plotter.
24 Tasty dishes
25 White, wispy
clouds.
27 Scoff.
28 Hornstone.
3d Implanted
diagram.
31 Celerity.
33 Frictionnl
scraper.
34 Pendant.
ornaments.
35 I'uciflc
islands
collectively.

1
i

s

17

41 SiifTcrinK
patient.
42 Court

4i-

2

IS

28 Niimcs
meritoriously.
29 Pacllil).
31 Tutters.
32 Daily
iHihlicntion.
34 Pitcher's
sliders.
37 Spaniards
and

43
44
4")

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
Will meet at 4 p.m. in the
Taft Room, Union.

ON YOUR FM DIAL

5 Philippine
natives.
6 Decay.
7 Encroach.
8 Best
achievement.
•I Military
storage
place.
10 Top of the
head.
11 Era.
12 Perceived
intuitively.
13 Instructed.
14 Female vaticinator.

PUZZLE

fraternity.
Beginning on March 30,
any freshman or upperclassman interested in
rush should register at either
Kohl Hall. Rodgers, the
University Union, or the IFC
office.
At this time he will receive
a rush booklet instructing him
on the location of each
fraternity and the time he will
be expected at each house.
"The main reason for the
two nights of mandatory ooen
houses was to give all men
going through rush an opportunity to look at all of the
houses objectively rather than
only a few at random, plus it
lso gives the fraternities a
chance to see every man interested in rush," said Bob
Weaver, rush chairman for
IFC

ay Basal parker ut Jekway kin

THE WIZARD OF ID

THeY'lTf HOT
PBASAHT*,
sroPiP-.THeVles

cent

Applications are now being accepted for
the twit-year AF ROTC program here at
BGSU. Deadline is 13 February 1*69.

Bnng il lo lit
If n* *• f>i*d it One*, we • • fii«d >> O 'nOuMM

DEPARTMENT OF
AEROSPACE STUDIES
Memorial Hall 22176, 22177

Lo« Li Rkhi, lie
•}0 Flail II It. 324 lilt
IO* a. PI^I., iiw, ca|
ek— 11) Ml F..4U. Ok,.

You've got an edge on Icarus!
Take advantage of it...

FAT
TUESDAY
Wasn't that the day

^^ -FEATURING-

4aVfl

II

King Faroulc took over
for President Jerome?

Ak

^H
^H
NO boobie - It's the day (or days) before Ash
Wednesday when everyone would have one last
Fling before the start of Lenten Fasting Season.
Also called Mardi Gras, from which the literal
translation "FAT TUESDAY" Is taken.

lit, of coirst, yoa kitw that.

-*ms~~ CL3SSIFIED —«®*~-

^_H

«k

SttLaSV
R^

• Char Broiled Steaks
and Chops
• Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES OF
PANCAKES * WAFFLES

Open Toes, thra Sat. 7:J»-»
Saadayt T-.H-T
Reserve our WUllamsburf
Room for your Private PsrU»i

i^.avre
412 East V\ Jootfr
CLOSED M0 NDAYS

The Bu News
lot I'niversity Hall
ruim-nM
Kales let per Una per day. 1
Unea minimum, average at 3
worts per Una.
Iliidllaae: a pjn two days
before data of publication
The BG Newt raw the
rifhl to edit or reject any
classified
advertisement
placed
Printed errors, which In the
News' opinion deter tram the
vale* of aw advertisement.
wUl be recUfted free of charge
If reported In parson within it
noun of publication

THE PERFECT VALENTINE - Jewelry by Philip
Morton. 118 W Woosler
Compact Organ lor sale. Good
condition Best offer JW-7W5
Appatousa colt young, colored
well, very gentle. 3MJ744
rxamond engagement ring,
phone 3M-02U

PERSONALS
TCIF hours from ! ■ all I|SJ
DOWNTOWN FRIDAY - Keep
Watching!!'
Get high for Fat Tuesday.

RENTALS • SALES
•aiatn'i Import and Gift*. i«
S Main -perfect gifts.
Yamaha classical giatar A
vertible steal at 1» DmU
3SM3II

Don't be without one • get your
Falcon Power button now'
Carat, have a happy a Birthday Alpha Gam tore, your
"actree" Litrai.DlaBe.
Cawgretuletions to the

Alpha t.ani
Sunshine

Actives,

lave.

The wise old owl u r-ooUn cm
Petite is now an active.
Congrats l<ove. Moose
little Nancy, I rmsa my pin.
but it looks great on you. L k
1. Big Barber
Mary - Now that you've got It.
PLEASE don't lose It
Congrats on going Active L k
U Barb.
rongratulationa to the 13 new
Chi Omega actives Oa o
Love, Ten and Debbie.
OH O's - Thanks for the tea,
we had a great time. The
Kappa Sigs
Gamma Phi Beta Cheryl.
Congrats on your Kappa P»
penning. Lav. K.Y.L.

Ti» the Anfels of eight - undrrstand
and
be
underslandinK - Your buddy
deserves it. even if I donl G.T.O.
ruck. Bev. Elaine. Steve. BUI.
I-ur-. Sherry. Deb and Lugi
support Fat Tuesday
Aapha Oirs ■ Thanks lor the
great time Saturday
The
Alpha ■«*.
Congratulations Cheryl and
Bev and Dan on your puuungs
Gamma Phi's.
Rock Band tor Dances.
Parties, etc "Eva Hawkins
Epitaph' BS4B7I . Leave
Maaaage
Congrats lo the new "AX
Actives" especially George!
Uv. Cheryl
RENTALS

To Parys . ML of MLMPIC
It aarry he yelled at ya.

Apartment
for
2 girls
available, lumahed. > blocks

from campus
after & pm.

Call 3M-04S4

Nted 2,3. or 4-man living
auarters for sprtnr: quarter
Call 37MMS
Roommate Wanted
IS. m Manulle
I or 2 girts wanted to share
apart, immediately or 3rd
quarter Greenvarw Call JM
7».
Apt available to sublet 3rd
and Summer quarters ISsV
mo i men l CALL SUSM

IUST AND FOUND
Pteaae return beige shoulder
pant lost In C.I. Saturday No
questions
asked a Idaatiflcalion cards and Keys
desperately needed. Can keep
money Contact Cindy 17V
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leers shave OU twice
By Jack Carle
Sports writer

....LEFT WINGER Mike Root (17) controls the pack
despite some high lUcklng by this 01'defender. Root was

BG blanks Canadians
for 3rd shutout of year

a valuable hockey player for BG at Athens over the
weekend as the Falcon teen swept the Bobcats In a two
game series.
N... phm by Klrt Babul*

ByJsckO'Breza
Sports Writer
Until this season. BG's wrestling team had just one shutout
in its history. Now, the Falcon grapplers have four. The latest
one was a 34-0 blanking of Western Ontario on Saturday.
"I didn't expect the score to be so high," said head coach
Bruce Bellard. "I figured we would win, but I expected them to
score a few points."
The shutout was the wrestlers' third of the season and second
against Western Ontario in recent years. A few years back, the
Falcons blanked the Canadians 40-0 and more recently, shut out
Adrian College 34-0 and Wilberforce University 44-0.
"The matches were really pretty close in the first and second
periods, but then I guess our physical conditioning proved too
much as we just wore them out in the final periods," explained
Bellard.
The afternoon got off to a good start when BG's 118 pounder,
Tom Bowers, decisioned Mike Lethaby 6-0, and Mark Contos
and Al Womack. both up a weight class because of George Kirkwood's absence, registered decisions.
At ISO lbs., Mike Clark defeated Ole Sorrensen for the second
straight year, while at 151 lbs., John Ress edged Joe Rabel 7-5.
Butch Falk proved why he was last week's wrestler of the
week when he posted an 11-5 decision over Norm Corrin. Falk
now owns an 8-1 mark, with his only loss being to OU's Bruce
Hosetta 18-8.
Bill Nucklos extended his own personal winning streak to
seven matches when he pinned Don Dorrich at 2:40. It was
Nucklos' fourth pin in nine starts.
In the final matches, Joe Green won by forfeit, and heavyweight Steve Hardy beat All Burran 9-6 to capture his fourth
victory of the season.
The victory by the Falcons tips their season record to 7-2 with
their only two losses being to MAC teams. They lost to OU 34-5 in
the second meet of the season, and more recently to TU, 18-16.
Their big test will be two weeks from Saturday when they travel
to Kent to take on the Golden Flashes.

• •
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-
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• ir*

.. TWISTED UP In a battle of the bulges are BG
134 pounder, Al Womack (far left) and his Toledo
opponent. Saturday at Western Ontario, Womack
won a decision early in the Falcons' I** win.

c
u

The Falcon magic worked
again this past weekend as BG
swept the weekend hockey
series from Ohio University.
Bowling Green went down
to OU riding the crest of a
four-game unbeaten streak
including two wins and two
ties.
In the first game, the
Falcons jumped out on top in
the first period, added three
goals in the second period, and
increased their toad in the
third period with a goal.
The first Falcon score
came on a power play with
Gordon McCosh scoring Bruce
Blyth assisted the score, as
he continued the scoring
rampage that started agalnstGuelph.
In the second period, BG
broke the game wide open
with three goals. Scoring for
Bowling Green were Dennis
Murphy with an assist from
Jack Hoogeveen.
Owen
Freeman also scored with
another assist by Blyth.
McCosh rammed in his
second
goal
of
the
game for the other Falcon
score in the period. Assisting
were Pete Badour and Tom
Hendrix. Hendrix rounded out
the scoring for BG in the final
period with an unassisted
goal.
Paul Galaski starting his
fifth game in a row, was
credited with 20 saves while
allowing only two OU scores.
Murphy's and Freeman's
goals came within a minute of
each other in that explosive
second period. During the
first period Friday, there was
only one referee.
The
second official did not show
up and it took the entire first
period to find a substitute.
Chuck Gyles, a Falcon
defenseman, was ejected from
the game for fighting, which
left BG with four defense men.
Saturday's game was a
real defensive battle for the
first two periods as neither
team could dent the nets for a

score. However, the Falcon
magic worked again In the
third period, as BG drilled the
puck into the nets three times
while OU could only get one
shot past Galaski for a score.
Hoogeeven got things
started with an assist from
Rick Allen. Then Freeman
put BG ahead. 24 with an
assist from Tom Snyder.
The final Falcon score came
with less than a minute to play
when Blyth got an unassisted
goal on an empty net as OU
pulled their goalie in an effort
to tie the game at 2-2.
Saturday's game was
somewhat of a re-run for
Gyles as he was again thrown
from the game for fighting.
Having to play then was
captain Glen Shirton who
stopped a puck with his leg
Friday night.
All day
Saturday. Shirton was on

crutches and only dressed for
the second game expecting to
see limited action. However,
when Gyles was ejected,
Shirton had to go on a regular
shift basis.
T he Falcon nets were also
protected very well Saturday
as Galaski had 30 saves and
allowed only one score. For
Galaski on the year, he has
appeared in 14 games allowing
three and a half goals a game.

BG is now 8-124 for the
lessor) with seven games
remaining on the schedule
The Falcons are home this
weekend for two games with
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute.
First Game
BG
181-8
OU
0 11-2
second Uane
BG
III)
OU
6*1-1

REWARD!
$15.00 reward for return, or Information leading
to return, of white, double-breasted, Grals
trench coat removed from Coat Rack outside 140
Overman Jan. 29 between 7:15 and 8:15. Phone
686-4382.
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USE THIS FREE COUPON
WORTH 25<
-I*»d» o< Free Parking at Oar Dear
.•Vfetytkaag New and Bright
-t-xartou. Carpeting Tknugfcout
-Ne Watting for a Washer M Machine, to ser>e

=..£

Coupon Can Also Bo Used
At 25c Discount On Coin
Dry Cleaning

A
L
TIL VALENTINE'S DAY

Any RED Garment
Dry Cleaned FREE
When accompanied by a like garment st re*, price.
Sorry, no cranberry, pink or plaid, just red.
Example—Eed dress «r coat cleaned free wttk a
dress or east at any other color.

HOURS:
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
11A.M. TO 11P.M.

Stadium Viow Plaza

SANITARY

■»
(JLC)
CLEANERS <C^
N

1616 E. WOOSTER

Beautiful Dry Cleaning

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
11A.M. TO 1A.M.

... 345 N. MAPLE
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN HALL

WHAT ARE JOLLY RED UNIFORMS?
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Falcons capitalize on WM 'foul' play
behind Hull, but he was year.
"This was one of the points.
"We had to go without forced to carry the load
better defensive efforts of the
year, the best since the Jenkins and Voelkert at times," himself when the latter began
BowlingGreen (17)
KALAMAZOO, Mich.- Southern Illinois game," said said Means, "And when we to slump. Even with Joel
McLemore
7-8-22, Peuix 12-*Bowling Green added a new Conibear. "And Rich's Job on lost them Bowling Green tutting 13 or 16 the Broncos 33, CeuaaOy 54-13, Quark 84were centering their attack
twist to the good guy routine- Hull was the best individual spurted each tune."
8, Walker 74-11, Hynes 144,
Bowling Green main- inside on Earl Jenkins.
by not finishing last.
effort of his career."
Totals 54-2947.
tained a 51 per cent shooting
Jenkins wasn't the most
The
Falcons played
western Michigan (*»>
The Bowling Green accuracy throughout the accurate Bronco though
almost "antiseptic clean"
hitting on only six of 14 and Vander Woode 44-11, Dixie 2effort
was entire game, only they
defense, recording only io defensive
fouls and robbing Western somewhat glazed over by the combined it with a stronger having the ball knocked away M, Jenkins 8-3-15, Voelkert 13.-26, Hull 9-3-21. dark 144,
Michigan of the valuable one- 52 per cent accuracy of the defensive effort in the second on several occasions.
half. The Falcons paced by 'We wanted to go to Jenkins Sperla 244, Magdowski 144,
and one foul situations. T he Broncos.
Just as Hull took charge of Dan McLemore's 15 rebounds more but it hurt us," said Totals 38-945.
Broncos, who outscored the
42-33 edge over the
Means, we started to take
Birds from the floor 38-34, the Western attack, Jim Penix swept
Score by Halves
and to force them."
were crushed from the free grabbed the Falcons' reigns Broncos. Jim Connally added shots
BG 52 45-97
This
was a far cry
throw line in dropping a 97-85 with his fifth straight plus 20 nine to he totals.
WM 47-1845
Western Voelkert had frotnthe double overtime tilt
point performance.
Jim
MAC contest.
While the Broncos were opened with 19 In the first half netted 14 points In the first half the Western crew won last
making nine of 12 foul at- in pacing Hull, but he didn't
tempts, Bowling Green was slack off any in the final 20
canning a phenomenal 29 of 34, minutes.
Hitting on 12 of 16 from the
easily the difference in the
floor (plus nine free throws)
game.
"Hey Bob (Conibear), did he recorded a career high of 33
you give them showers in Mr. points.
Slicing the effectiveness of
Clean or something?" quipped
Western coach Sonny Means the Bronco accuracy was a
rising foul count. It was only
after the game.
The
win pushed the eight in the first half but they
Falcons' overall mark to 104, were charged to key perone more win than they formers as Western finished
five down at the naif 52-47. The
managed all last season.
More importantly, the win Falcons spurted at the start of
upped the BG league mark to the second half and Western
4-1 leaving only two away began a reckless catch-up
games in five, as the Falcons brand of basketball.
"They had to come at us,"
head into the backstretch.
said coach Conibear, "They
"This was a big win for us; had to pound the boards."
Western had to spell
winning it on the road," said
Falcon coach Bob Conibear. starters on repeated occasions
The Falcons' "hands off" to both fouls and injuries and
defensive play didn't prevent each time the Falcons
the Broncos from pouring responded with streaks of six
through 85 points, third
highest total in 16 Western
games. But it was tight enough
to shut off the Instigator of the
first half Western explosion,
Ellis Hull.
'the Continuing Adventures of Hortence Purity and Snldely Whiplash
He shredded the nets for
18 points In the first half
with
almost
flawless
Snldely,"Iwant you and
Purity, "No. no. no"
accuracy, but was held to
your big Mardi Grai"
three in the second half under
the shadow-like coverage of
Falcon guard Rich Walker.
By Gary Davis
Sports Editor

TAKE TIME
TO GIVE

NI-I

photo by Cory Davio

.... PASSING ALONG defensive strategy li Falcon Militant coach Jim McDonald
while Jim Penix (near right) and Dan McLemire listen In during a timeout and
take turns with the water bottle. WM icored 85 polnU. but head coach Bob
Coaibear credited hit team with one of their best defensive efforts of the season.

Freshmen clip WM, 72-70
The Falcon freshman
basketball team made it six
straight by edging the
Western Michigan freshmen,
71-70, in overtime on Saturday.
Al Run made both ends of
a one and one with 20 seconds
remaining in the two minute
overtime to put BG on top 7268. The Broncos then put the
ball in play and drove in unmolested for an easy layup to
close the gap to 72-70 with four
seconds left on the clock. BG
Inbounded the ball, and time
expired.
"It was our poorest
shooting game of the year,
both from the field and the
free throw line," said head
coach John Piper.
The young Falcons shot
only 39 per cent from the
floor and managed only 88
par cent from the charity
stripe.
"Western played their
best game of the year," added
Piper. "We played a hard
game, but ws turned the ball
over too much on our fast
break."
Dalynn Badenhop led a
balanced BG scoring attack
with 16 points. Other scorers

included Tom Babik (13),
Russ (12), Jeff Boom* (11),
Tom Scott (9), Tim Perrine
(6) and Jeff Lesslg (J).
In
the
rebounding
department, Perrine and
Booms each pulled down eight

while Scott, Badenhop, Babik,
and Lessig grabbed six
apiece.
The victory by the
Falcons ups their season
record to 6-1 while the Broncos
fall to 4-5.

Penix sinks 29 straight
foul shots before a miss
KALAMAZOO, Mich. -With seeming ease Jim Penix arched
a foul shot toward the net-and then swish.
It was number four of the night and his 27th in a row over
three games. Then came number 28 and 29 before the string
came to an unheralded end early in the second half. Penix
missed the first of a two shot foul, ending his own
unacknowledged challenge of Howard Komives' (Detroit
Pistons) mark of 51 straight.
"I didn't know I had that many until someone told me after
the game," said Penix.
With nine of 10, he upped his season totals to 50 of 60, heading
a trend to almost flawless accuracy for all the Falcons from the
line. As team the Falcons canned 29 of 34,picking up a 20 point
edge that negated the eight point bulge held by the Broncos from
the floor.
"The coaches said something to me and even my father-inlaw said something," added Penix, "they kept telling me to take
my time and look at the basketball more."
"At the first of the year we were losing games from the foul
line. But now we realize the value of them and are just concentrating more," he said.
Number 29 may have ended his streak but he's at it again, with
number one, two, three
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Surprises,
surprises,
surprises! Saturday's swim
meet at Loyola of Chicago was
Just full of surprises. First,
when the Falcon swimmers
arrived, they were surprised
: to find not a dual meet, but a
triangular one, which included
Bedmijidl State,!of Minnesota). The second and
worse surprise was the loss to
Loyola.
The Ramblers dumped
the tankers 55-49, but Bedmtjdi fell victim to the
Falcons by the same score.
Loyola did not completely stun
coach Stubbs, however.

"They swam a little better
than we expected, but didn't
totally surprise us," explained
Stubbs.
BG collected six first
places along the way, but
faltered In the point heavy
relays The Falcons trailed
39-22 at one stage, but battled
back to take the lead at 49-48
heading into the last event.
" We 'd already used Bill Zeeb
and Tim Youngbluth in three
races and were very shallow,"
pointed
out
Stubbs.
Zeeb turned in one of the
most
outstanding
performances of the season
stroking to win in the200yard
free-style in a time of 1:52.7 ,

Congratulations
New Delta Zeta
Officers
Ut Vice Prei. - Sue Torriani
tad Vice Pre*. - Chris Simpson
Secretary - Gay SchnltUe
Treasurer - Judy Machiuki
Ctrreapaudlng
Secretary
-Judy Sullivai
Chaplin -Susan Kates
Activities Ch. - Maureea Wortey
Sectal Ch. - Mary Ptetxach
Htetoriaa - Judy Torriaii
House Ch. - Linda StUfler
■ihilaisMa Ch. -Kyle Mastertoa
Standards Ch. - Marie Stream
Panhd Rep. - Jan Grlmaldi

sporrs

• ••
MAC Standings
WL
(1
11
42
38
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•7

Ohio
BG
Miami
Tolede
Western
Kelt

Split at Loyola surprises swimmers
By Jim Miller
Sports Writer

UAO PRESENTS

and following with a first in th
100 at 51.3.. Zeeb finally
captured the 500 yard
freestyle wit a clocking of
5:16.2
Tom Walter dominated
the diving competition with a
score of 209.4 points, and was
followed by teammate Wayne
Chester In the runner up
spot.
Tom Nienhuis made it five
wins in a row by picking up the
200 yard backstroke in a time
of 2:09.4 and Roy Wright won
the2O0 yard breast-stroke.
The split left Bowling
Green with a 2-5 record for the
year.

•••
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Even conservative profs rebel
against smear tactics on term
papers. You're always better off
with erasable Corrasable* Bond.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace on
Eaton's Corrasable typewriter paper. Al college bookstores and stationery stores.

1616 E. Woostv Street
in the New Stadium Plaza

of vaginal odors.
Smart women
are using

TWO FREE COKES
WITH ANY SIZE
PIZZA TONIGHT;
TUES. FEBRUARY 3

MY
OWN.
Hygienic
Deodorant
Spray made
for the outer
vigintl area.

For

Atailailt ah*
in ilfuming
tmuHlttttt.

r

•

free delivery

can 352-5221

i

- Last Choice Yoi Tightwads U-Shop Gives You Only 5 More DaysLast Mark-Downs Mean $'s To You-

Only Ealon makei Corrasable
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Elton Piper Division ot twtronl

-Qiottd Proa Deny Tbe M,r."I'AM ALL IUT GIVING IT AWAY."

Pittsfiild. Missichusetts 01201

Smudge-ins
are out!

PIZZA

Because
New Spring and Summer "Wedding Dresses"
Bridesmaid, Flower
Girl, Mother of Bride,
Bridal Accessories,
Bridal
Bibles,
(Protestant and
Catholic)
Aprons,
Garters,
Gloves,
Foundations, Lingerie
for
the
Personal
Showers, Going away
suits, Complete live of
Formals for Proms
LEE'S Fashion Center
and
Bridal Shop
V4 Mile West Delta on
20A(next toBernath Furniture)
North Fulton S.T.,
Wauseon, Okie

WOMEN

MEN
Trousers - $2.9* and IN
CPO's - $5.99 to 9.99
Shies ■ |i.m.lM
Wool shirts - 4.5*
Suade coats • ».**
Winter eeata - 48 per cent
Sweaters - 3.»ind4.*8to8.**

Skirts - $8.0* and up
Blouses - H Price
Knit tops - 2.5* to IS.**
Sweaters - S.S* to » M
Dresses - 7.S* to 38.88
Jumpers - 8.88 to M.S8
Suits - 27.88to48.St
data - 17 J* to 88.88
Shies - 7.S* to 8.8*
Slip. - 1.NU1N
Bras - 2.08
Pants - US

Shirts - LMtoUl
D. Trwa - I.H u ll.M
S. Cuts - 14.18 to 38.8*
Salts - 25.88 to SJ.M
Scarfs - lMte4.lt
Ties • 2.88
Glares - 4.M to 7.M

532 I. Weester
332-5165

UmwrmiH ««.tfcr.s«t
MjflP

f
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